Geology is an important subject that directly involves the human-being lives. The Earth system includes and connects atmosphere, oceans, land, and life. It concern with origin of energy and mineral resources, the evolution of life, climate change, natural hazards, ecosystem structures and functions, and the movements of nutrients and toxicants (USGS 2011).
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The science of geology has the power to help us understand the processes that link the physical and biological world so that we can model and forecast changes in the system 
Observation Rational
• Nature of study is controlling the type of methods selection
• Stage of study is important (reconnaissance or advanced exploration or production)
• Objective of study is an essential base for selecting the method/s of study • Geologic studies as other scientific studies based on several steps among the selection of analysis and test
• Methods of analysis and tests are important and integral part of study and should be considered from planning stage of the project based on objectives and goals
• Carful selection of methods based on objective, funds and timeframe
• . Financial cost and effectiveness of the methods are the most important issues. Additionally, integration between different methods and their application order are very essential to reach the best cost effectiveness and optimization. Methods such as remote sensing, mapping, various geophysical and geochemical surveys, and drilling are among the methods that were used for long time. Those methods were also integrated, recently, with more sophisticated and advanced techniques such as petro-physics, and wireline logs analysis in hydrocarbon industry, and organic bound and electro-geochemical behavior in minerals studies. To optimize the cost and efficiently utilize the resources careful selection of applied method is essential. Moreover, the phase that selected method will be used needs to be clearly defined and justified. The careful selection of specific method should be based on the needs and targeted results. Recently available free and low cost methods and tools should also be considered as a substitute for the higher cost conventional ones. New tools such as Google Earth, DEM, LIDAR and GIS can be used very effectively in revealing information that used be obtained by more costly methods such as mapping and field surveys. • This paper highlights the importance of selecting the different methods for geosciences studies and exploration. The paper emphasizes the fact that selecting the method and utilizing it in the exact phase will help in reaching the right decision and obtaining results with low cost. Moreover, the recent available free or low cost techniques should also be considered in the geosciences studies in place of traditional high cost methods.
